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The Secrets We Kept Dec 01 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling tale of secretaries turned spies, of love and duty, and of
sacrifice—inspired by the true story of the CIA plot to infiltrate the hearts and minds of Soviet Russia, not with propaganda, but with the greatest
love story of the twentieth century: Doctor Zhivago • A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK At the height of the Cold
War, Irina, a young Russian-American secretary, is plucked from the CIA typing pool and given the assignment of a lifetime. Her mission: to help
smuggle Doctor Zhivago into the USSR, where it is banned, and enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum opus to make its way into print around the world.
Mentoring Irina is the glamorous Sally Forrester: a seasoned spy who has honed her gift for deceit, using her magnetism and charm to pry secrets
out of powerful men. Under Sally’s tutelage, Irina learns how to invisibly ferry classified documents—and discovers deeply buried truths about
herself. The Secrets We Kept combines a legendary literary love story—the decades-long affair between Pasternak and his mistress and muse, Olga
Ivinskaya, who inspired Zhivago’s heroine, Lara—with a narrative about two women empowered to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue and risk. Told
with soaring emotional intensity and captivating historical detail, this is an unforgettable debut: a celebration of the powerful belief that a work of art
can change the world.
Search and Destroy Dec 13 2020 RICK WARD WANTS TO GO TO WAR. And he's not sure why. Maybe he's running from his dad and his crazy
temper. Maybe he's running from his girl, who seems to think he's more of a joke than a man. Or maybe he's just running -- to find himself. But after
Rick ventures into the Vietnam jungle, he discovers that no one -- not protestors, politicians, or writers -- has got a clue. War is far bigger, scarier,
and more complicated than anything he ever could have imagined.
The Third Sister Feb 01 2020 Family drama, deadly secrets, and deception come to a head in the explosive conclusion of #1 internationally
bestselling author Sara Blaedel's Family Secrets trilogy. Ilka Jensen's life is in chaos following the tumultuous events of Her Father's Secret. The
funeral home she inherited after her estranged father's death is bankrupt. Her new business partner, Artie, lies unconscious in the hospital after a
savage attack by mysterious assailants, and her father's second wife is in prison. Then, just as Ilka learns a shocking revelation about her father, two
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menacing strangers turn up at the funeral home—dangerous men who mean to draw her further into a world of secrets, betrayal, and murder. In
order to protect herself and those around her, Ilka sets off on a twisting journey to confront the truth about the man who abandoned her as a child.
But the long-buried secrets of her father's past are more tangled and perilous than Ilka could ever imagine . . .
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Nov 23 2021 Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion
has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't
fight the judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the Studies and Observation
Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or
two. With the SOG's focus on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely dangerous one.
Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody
knows he's there. National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black
ops.
The Book of Loss Apr 16 2021 Set in the perfectly realized world of imperial tenth-century Japan, The Book of Loss is a gripping novel of sexual
jealousy at court. A renowned storyteller and lady-in-waiting to the Empress, the narrator is locked in a bitter rivalry with another woman for the love
of a banished nobleman. Forced to observe the complex rules and social hierarchies of court life, she finds herself caught in a trap of her own
making. Her machinations reach such a pitch that they threaten to undermine the rule of the Emperor himself. She records her plight, and her
acidulous observations of courtly life, in her diary. Her voice is unforgettable—both foreign and utterly modern. Her sense of loss is unbearable, her
love is all-consuming, and it will push her to the extremes of rivalry. Offering intimate seductions and terrible betrayals, The Book of Loss by Julith
Jedamus takes the reader into the farthest reaches of desire, where passion rules and jealousy leads to unthinkable acts.
The Woman in the Hotel Oct 23 2021 #1 internationally bestselling writer Sara Blaedel--whose books have sold over three million copies
worldwide--presents a page-turning short story in which a journalist discovers that all is not as it appears in a seemingly idyllic tourist town.
Journalist Camilla Lind gets a frantic phone call: her father has been assaulted. He's the editor of a local newspaper in Skagen, and the brutal attack
also left the paper's newsroom in flames. Could it be a response to the hard-hitting series he'd been printing about a real-estate racket run by
wealthy out-of-towners targeting the quaint seaside tourist town? As Camilla takes over the newspaper while he recovers, she quickly discovers that
there are those in Skagen who would kill to keep their secrets safe....
The Essence of Evil Nov 11 2020 He’s your attacker. He’s a murderer. He’s your twin. When DI Dani Stephens returns to work after an attack that
almost ended her life, she’s quickly plunged into a horrific new case, as dead bodies are discovered on the streets of Birmingham. But with no link
between the victims, Dani has to get inside the killer’s mind - so turns to the murderer she knows best. Her own twin brother... But what makes a
psychopath? Can understanding her twin help her find a murderer who leaves no trace? As the circle closes on Dani, the clock is ticking and she
needs a breakthrough – before she becomes the latest victim. A heart-stopping crime thriller that fans of Peter James and Mark Billingham won’t be
able to put down.
Call Me Princess Aug 21 2021 Copenhagen Detective Inspector Louise Rick searches for an online predator who has brutally attacked a young
woman in her home, a crime that prompts Louise to set up an online profile on the dating site where the predator is soliciting women.
The Night Women (previously published as Farewell to Freedom) Sep 02 2022 #1 internationally bestselling author Sara Blaedel delivers an
electrifying, page-turning new novel in which detective Louise Rick confronts a case that will change her life forever. THE NIGHT WOMEN A journey
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to a new life or a prison of despair and death? A shocking murder on Copenhagen's idyllic streets and an abandoned child reveal a perverse criminal
underworld that crosses international borders. A young woman's body is found on the street with her throat slit, and the media is clamoring for the
grisly details. Detective Louise Rick is investigating the gruesome murder when her friend Camilla Lind calls. Louise assumes it is because Camilla, a
crime reporter, wants to be the first to hear of any juicy new developments. Instead, her distraught friend reveals that her ten year-old son found an
abandoned baby on his way to school. As Louise digs deeper into the murder and the mysterious foundling, every clue uncovered points to organized
human trafficking from Eastern Europe, run by ruthless gangsters who won't hesitate to kill anyone who gets in their way... This gripping,
heartwrenching, extraordinary new suspense novel from Sara Blaedel will keep you turning pages as fast as you can straight through to the
electrifying finale.
Long Gone Aug 09 2020 “Long Gone is a tremendous novel, and Alafair Burke is one of the finest young crime writers working today.” --Dennis
Lehane, author of Moonlight Mile Echoing the intensity of Harlan Coben’s Tell No One and the psychological depth of Laura Lippman’s What the
Dead Know, Alafair Burke’s first stand-alone novel catapults her into the top ranks of modern suspense. In New York City’s cut-throat world of art,
appearances can be deceiving—especially when art world newcomer Alice Humphrey becomes a suspect in a gruesome murder at a Chelsea gallery,
and is thrown into a treacherous labyrinth of intrigue, crime, and conspiracy. Now, Alice must discover the truth behind the murder before the
unsolved mystery claims her as its next victim.
The Linnet Bird Jun 18 2021 “For you, I will write of it all—part truth, part memory, part nightmare—my life, the one that started so long ago, in a
place so far from here . . .” India, 1839: Linny Ingram, the respectable young wife of a British colonial officer, settles down to write her life story. In
the claustrophobic, mannered world of British India, Linny seems the perfect society wife: pretty, gracious, subservient. But appearances can be
deceptive. Linny Ingram was born Linny Gow, an orphan raised in the cold, gray slums of Liverpool. Sold into prostitution by her stepfather when she
was only eleven, Linny is a born survivor and an accomplished chameleon and manipulator. Through a stroke of luck and considerable scheming, she
manages to re-create herself as a proper Victorian young lady, middle-class and seemingly respectable. By befriending a merchant’s daughter, Linny
secures a place with her new companion on a ship bound for India, where they will join “the fishing fleet”—young women of good birth but no fortune
who sail to India in search of a husband. India, with its exotic colors, sights, and smells, is a world away from the cold back alleys of Linny’s
childhood. But even there, she is haunted by her past, and by the constant threat of discovery. To secure her place in society, she marries Somers
Ingram, a wealthy British officer with secrets of his own. Soon Linny discovers that respectability and marriage bring a new kind of imprisonment, as
well as the same menace and violence that she thought she had escaped. But Linny is not about to surrender easily. In the lush tropics of India she
finds not only the means for rebellion but also the love and freedom she never had in England. We had been at sea almost four months. Swallows
swooped near the railings, indicating land nearby. Mrs. Cavendish likened these busy, twittering creatures to the dove with its olive branch. She was
right, and within another day villages were spotted along the coast. The water became noisy with dozens of tiny rocking boatloads of Indians.
Bumboat men, Mrs. Cavendish called them, shouting to be heard over the cries of the villagers as they boasted of their merchandise, hoping to sell
coconuts, bananas, or tamarinds. I hung over the railing, watching as the natives threw ropes with baskets attached over the ship’s side. Some of the
crew called down to them in a strange tongue that I couldn’t identify, putting coins into the baskets. The baskets were lowered, and then came up
again, filled with whatever the sailors had requested. I longed to try the strange-looking fruit, but Mrs. Cavendish, with a slight shake of her head,
indicated that it would be beneath us to purchase anything in this way. During the last few days, as we grew ever closer to our destination,
excitement grew in me. At first I attributed it to the beauty of the water and sun, the flying fish sending little droplets of water onto the smooth sea,
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but then realized it was something else. I detected a difference in the atmosphere, and whether it was the air itself or the degree of heat I couldn’t
say. Perhaps the smells carried in the wind contributed to the unexplained breathlessness I experienced. My nose filled with the strange smells of an
unfamiliar populace, the scents of unknown vegetation. I felt as heady as I had when twirled in my first quadrille. —from The Linnet Bird
My Name Is Resolute Sep 21 2021 Captured by pirates in Jamaica and sold into slavery in New England, Resolute Talbot and her siblings are
taught to spin and weave before Resolute finds herself alone in a harsh Lexington culture torn by a brewing Revolutionary War. 50,000 first printing.
The Drowned Girl (previously published as Only One Life) Apr 28 2022 Detective Louise Rick must race against the clock to stop a violent killer
targeting immigrants in this disturbing and timely thriller, perfect for readers of Lisa Gardner, Tami Hoag, Tess Gerritsen, or Jo Nesbo. It's clearly no
ordinary drowning. When a young girl is pulled from the watery depths, a piece of concrete tied around her waist and two mysterious circular
patches on the back of her neck, Detective Louise Rick is immediately called out to Holbaek Fjord. Her name was Samra, and when the police learn
that she was a member of Holbaek's sizeable Muslim immigrant community, they immediately assume it was an honor killing. Yet her mother insists
Samra had done nothing dishonorable. Louise must navigate the complex web of family and community ties in the small town's tightly knit Muslim
community as she hunts a killer . . . before he strikes again. Thriller master Sara Blaedel is in top form as Louise takes on what may be her most
important-and most deadly-case yet.
A Harmless Lie Oct 03 2022 USA TODAY "5 Books Not To Miss" • NY POST "Required Reading" "Sara Blaedel writes novels as twisty as spirals and
electric with intelligence. A HARMLESS LIE is a labyrinth of a mystery, dense and dangerous. Come get lost in it." —A.J. Finn, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Woman in the Window "Riveting...It’s tailor-made for Karin Slaughter’s readers.” —Library Journal (STARRED REVIEW) A
woman is haunted by a heartwrenching decision she made as a teenager in this darkly atmospheric, deeply emotional thriller from #1 internationally
bestselling global superstar Sara Blaedel. Detective Louise Rick is on a beach in Thailand when the panicked call from her father comes through.
Louise′s beloved brother, Mikkel, has attempted suicide. His wife, Trine, left him days earlier, walking out the door one day with no warning and
leaving Mikkel devastated. Louise rushes home to Osted, the small, insular Danish town where she grew up and where Mikkel still lives. But the more
Louise learns about Trine—a devoted wife and the mother of two young children—and her state of mind in the days before she left Mikkel, the more
Louise begins to wonder whether Trine really meant to leave him. Or whether something much darker may have taken place. As the local police
begin to suspect that Mikkel may have had a hand in Trine’s disappearance, Louise struggles to clear his name but is forced to confront some hard
truths: Small towns always hide secrets. The past always comes back to haunt you. And lies are never harmless. ''One of the best I've come across.''
—Michael Connelly "An intense, atmospheric starting point for those who haven’t yet discovered Denmark’s favorite cop.” —Booklist
Call Me Princess Mar 28 2022 Copenhagen Detective Inspector Louise Rick searches for an online predator who has brutally attacked a young
woman in her home, a crime that prompts Louise to set up an online profile on the dating site where the predator is soliciting women.
The Starter Wife Jan 02 2020 From the bestselling author of Girl Last Seen comes "a spine-tingler" (Booklist) of a psychological suspense, perfect
for fans of Lisa Jewell and Jessica Knoll. Local police have announced that they're closing the investigation of the suspected drowning of 37-year-old
painter Colleen Westcott. She disappeared on April 11, 2010, and her car was found parked near the waterfront in Cleveland two days later, but her
body has never been found. The chief of police has stated that no concrete evidence of foul play has been discovered in the probe. I close the online
search window, annoyed. These articles never have enough detail. They think my husband's first wife disappeared or they think she is dead. There's a
big difference. My phone rings, jarring me away from my thoughts, and when I pick it up, it's an unknown number. The only answer to my slightly
breathless hello is empty static. When the voice does finally come, it's female, low, muffled somehow. "Where is it, Claire? What did you do with it?
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Tell me where it is." A woman. A real flesh-and-blood woman on the other end of the phone. She's not just in my head. A wave of panic spreads under
my skin like ice water. It's Colleen. "Laurin knows how to ratchet up the suspense." --Publishers Weekly
The Forgotten Girls May 30 2022 Sara Blaedel--Denmark's "Queen of Crime"--brings her #1 bestseller THE FORGOTTEN GIRLS to North America.
THE FORGOTTEN GIRLS Four days later, Louise Rick still had no answers. The body of an unidentified woman was discovered in a local forest. A
large, unique scar on one side of her face should have made the identification easy, but nobody has reported her missing. As the new commander of
the Missing Persons Department, Louise risks involving the media by releasing a photo of the victim, hoping to find someone who knew her.Louise's
gamble pays off: an older woman phones to say that she recognizes the woman as Lisemette, a child she once cared for in the state mental institution
many years ago. Lisemette, like the other children in the institution, was abandoned by her family and branded a "forgotten girl." But Louise soon
discovers something more disturbing: Lisemette had a twin, and both girls were issued death certificates more than thirty years ago. Aided by her
friend journalist Camilla Lind, Louise finds that the investigation takes a surprising and unsettling turn when it brings her closer to her childhood
home. And as she uncovers more crimes that were committed--and hidden--in the forest, she is forced to confront a terrible link to her own past that
has been carefully concealed.
Big Iron Mar 16 2021 In the aftermath of the Civil War, the West is invaded by hordes of bold, dangerous men. And with the railroad coming to Black
Creek, Kansas, the town becomes a magnet to every whore, tinhorn, outlaw, and killer in the territory. A gang of human vultures, led by the shadowy,
murderous Harvey Kidd, has started a bloody guerrilla war with the Union Pacific Railroad, robbing payrolls, killing workers, and burning bridges.
Black Creek is next on Kidd's list. Into this explosive mix rides human powder keg Dane Bowman, a mysterious stranger with a big iron on his hip.
Lightning-fast and leather-tough, Bowman whipsaws outlaws and lawmen alike, taking on all comers, turning Black Creek into a corpse-strewn
battleground. It all leads up to a showdown on Boot Hill that unleashes a bloody storm of lead destined to become a legend of the West....
The Killing Forest Mar 04 2020 Sara Blaedel, author of the #1 international bestseller The Forgotten Girls--which was roundly praised as "gripping"
with "uncompromising realism" (Washington Post) and "tautly suspenseful" (BookPage)--returns with the thrilling next book in her series featuring
police investigator Louise Rick. THE KILLING FORESTFollowing an extended leave, Louise Rick returns to work at the Special Search Agency, an
elite unit of the National Police Department. She's assigned a case involving a fifteen-year-old who vanished a week earlier. When Louise realizes that
the missing teenager is the son of a butcher from Hvalsoe, she seizes the opportunity to combine the search for the teen with her personal
investigation of her boyfriend's long-ago death . . . Louise's investigation takes her on a journey back through time. She reconnects with figures from
her past, including Kim, the principal investigator at the Holbaek Police Department, her former in-laws, fanatic ancient religion believers, and her
longtime close friend, journalist Camilla Lind. As she moves through the small town's cramped network of deadly connections, Louise unearths toxic
truths left unspoken and dangerous secrets.
Aztec Blood Jun 06 2020 In the colony of New Spain, where the once great Aztec people have been enslaved, Cristo the Bastard, a boy possessing the
blood of both Aztec and Spanish royalty, follows his destiny to become the founder of a proud new people.
A Lady of Quality Illustrated Sep 29 2019 A Lady of Quality is a novel published in 1896 by Frances Hodgson Burnett that was the second highest
best-selling book in the United States in 1896. It was the first of series of successful historical novels by Burnett.
Good and Cheap Jul 20 2021 A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook filled with delicious, healthful recipes created for everyone on a tight
budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate at NYU, Leanne Brown asked a simple yet critical question: How well can a person eat on
the $4 a day given by SNAP, the U.S. government’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program informally known as food stamps? The answer is
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surprisingly well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork, Green Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet and Chickpea
Salad—even desserts like Coconut Chocolate Cookies and Peach Coffee Cake. In addition to creating nutritious recipes that maximize every
ingredient and use economical cooking methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on shopping; on creating pantry basics; on mastering certain staples—pizza
dough, flour tortillas—and saucy extras that make everything taste better, like spice oil and tzatziki; and how to make fundamentally smart, healthful
food choices. The idea for Good and Cheap is already proving itself. The author launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and fund the buy
one/give one model. Hundreds of thousands of viewers watched her video and donated $145,000, and national media are paying attention. Even highprofile chefs and food writers have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the link to the campaign; Francis Lam, who called it “Terrific!”;
and Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool kickstarter.” In the same way that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a larger do-good
movement, Good and Cheap is poised to become a cookbook that every food lover with a conscience will embrace.
The Case for Marriage Jan 14 2021 A groundbreaking look at marriage, one of the most basic and universal of all human institutions, which reveals
the emotional, physical, economic, and sexual benefits that marriage brings to individuals and society as a whole. The Case for Marriage is a critically
important intervention in the national debate about the future of family. Based on the authoritative research of family sociologist Linda J. Waite,
journalist Maggie Gallagher, and a number of other scholars, this book’s findings dramatically contradict the anti-marriage myths that have become
the common sense of most Americans. Today a broad consensus holds that marriage is a bad deal for women, that divorce is better for children when
parents are unhappy, and that marriage is essentially a private choice, not a public institution. Waite and Gallagher flatly contradict these
assumptions, arguing instead that by a broad range of indices, marriage is actually better for you than being single or divorced– physically,
materially, and spiritually. They contend that married people live longer, have better health, earn more money, accumulate more wealth, feel more
fulfillment in their lives, enjoy more satisfying sexual relationships, and have happier and more successful children than those who remain single,
cohabit, or get divorced. The Case for Marriage combines clearheaded analysis, penetrating cultural criticism, and practical advice for strengthening
the institution of marriage, and provides clear, essential guidelines for reestablishing marriage as the foundation for a healthy and happy society. “A
compelling defense of a sacred union. The Case for Marriage is well written and well argued, empirically rigorous and learned, practical and
commonsensical.” -- William J. Bennett, author of The Book of Virtues “Makes the absolutely critical point that marriage has been misrepresented and
misunderstood.” -- The Wall Street Journal www.broadwaybooks.com
The Running Girl Aug 01 2022 #1 internationally bestselling author Sara Blaedel is back with a powerful and twist-filled new suspense novel
featuring detective Louise Rick. Louise gets a call from her son, Jonas. It's every parent's worst nightmare: A school party has ended in terrifying
chaos after a group of violent teenagers forced their way into the building in search of alcohol and valuables. Dashing to the scene, Louise discovers
one of the students gravely injured--struck by a car while attempting to run for help. Now the girl's distraught mother, pushed to her emotional
breaking point, will do anything to make those who hurt her daughter pay. So when someone targets the gang members with a vicious attack, the
girl's mother is the obvious suspect. But Louise can't shake the feeling that the case might not be as cut-and-dried as it first appears. Someone is
lying--but who? Masterfully plumbing the darkest depths of human emotion in this propulsive new novel, Sara Blaedel again delivers an intense ride
filled with unexpected turns that will have you on the edge of your seat...
The Night Women (previously published as Farewell to Freedom) Apr 04 2020 #1 internationally bestselling author Sara Blaedel delivers an
electrifying, page-turning new novel in which detective Louise Rick confronts a case that will change her life forever. THE NIGHT WOMEN A journey
to a new life or a prison of despair and death? A shocking murder on Copenhagen's idyllic streets and an abandoned child reveal a perverse criminal
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underworld that crosses international borders. A young woman's body is found on the street with her throat slit, and the media is clamoring for the
grisly details. Detective Louise Rick is investigating the gruesome murder when her friend Camilla Lind calls. Louise assumes it is because Camilla, a
crime reporter, wants to be the first to hear of any juicy new developments. Instead, her distraught friend reveals that her ten year-old son found an
abandoned baby on his way to school. As Louise digs deeper into the murder and the mysterious foundling, every clue uncovered points to organized
human trafficking from Eastern Europe, run by ruthless gangsters who won't hesitate to kill anyone who gets in their way... This gripping,
heartwrenching, extraordinary new suspense novel from Sara Blaedel will keep you turning pages as fast as you can straight through to the
electrifying finale.
Rainwater Sep 09 2020 Ella Barron runs her Texas boarding house with the efficiency of a ship's captain and the grace of a gentlewoman. She cares
for her ten-year-old son, Solly, a sweet but challenging child whose busy behavior and failure to speak elicits undesired advice from others in town.
Ella's plate is full from sunup to sundown. But when a room in her boarding house opens up and the respected town doctor, Dr. Kincaid, brings Ella a
new boarder--the handsome and gallant Mr. David Rainwater--Ella is immediately resistant to opening up her home to this mysterious stranger.
Her Father's Secret Oct 30 2019 A woman's murder is only the beginning as a daughter races to unravel the maze of secrets her father left behind-before she becomes the next victim--in the latest emotionally gripping novel from Sara Blaedel, #1 internationally bestselling author with over 3
million copies sold worldwide. After suddenly inheriting a funeral home from her father--who she hadn't heard from in decades--Ilka Jensen has
impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the small town in rural Wisconsin where her father lived. There, she's devastated to discover
her father's second family: a stepmother and two half sisters she never knew existed. And who aren't the least bit welcoming, despite Ilka's efforts to
reach out. Then a local woman is killed, seemingly the unfortunate victim of a home invasion turned violent. But when Ilka learns that the woman
knew her father, it becomes increasingly clear that she may not have been a completely random victim after all. The more Ilka digs into her father's
past, the more deeply entangled she becomes in a family drama that has spanned decades and claimed more than one life--and she may be the next
victim... "Sara Blaedel knows how to reel in her readers and keep them utterly transfixed." --Tess Gerritsen "One of the best I've come across." -Michael Connelly "Crime-writer superstar Sara Blaedel's great skill is in weaving a heartbreaking social history into an edge-of-your-chair thriller." -Oprah.com
The Request Jul 28 2019 "When a man agrees to do a favor for a friend, he gets more than he bargained for as he becomes embroiled in a woman's
murder in this new thriller from the USA Today bestselling author of Layover. Ryan Francis has it all--great job, wonderful wife, beautiful child. That
is until an old friend, Blake Norton, asks Ryan to help keep his affair a secret by retrieving an incriminating item from the woman's home. Ryan
refuses to help, but when Blake threatens to reveal his deepest and darkest secret--which could put everything in Ryan's life in jeopardy--Ryan has no
choice. When he arrives at the woman's house, Ryan is shocked to learn two things: he knows the woman Blake is having an affair with, and she is
dead on her bedroom floor. With the sound of police sirens rapidly approaching, Ryan flees, wondering why his old friend was setting him up for
murder. Determined to keep his life intact and to clear his name, Ryan can't rest until he finds out who the real murderer is--but solving the crime
may lead him closer to home than he ever could have imagined"-The Killing Forest Jun 30 2022 Sara Blaedel, author of the #1 international bestseller The Forgotten Girls--which was roundly praised as "gripping"
with "uncompromising realism" (Washington Post) and "tautly suspenseful" (BookPage)--returns with the thrilling next book in her series featuring
police investigator Louise Rick. Following an extended leave, Louise Rick returns to work at the Special Search Agency, an elite unit of the National
Police Department. She's assigned a case involving a fifteen-year-old who vanished a week earlier. When Louise realizes that the missing teenager is
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the son of a butcher from Hvalsoe, she seizes the opportunity to combine the search for the teen with her personal investigation of her boyfriend's
long-ago death . . . Louise's investigation takes her on a journey back through time. She reconnects with figures from her past, including Kim, the
principal investigator at the Holbaek Police Department, her former in-laws, fanatic ancient religion believers, and her longtime close friend,
journalist Camilla Lind. As she moves through the small town's cramped network of deadly connections, Louise unearths toxic truths left unspoken
and dangerous secrets. "Crime-writer superstar Sara Blaedel's great skill is in weaving a heartbreaking social history into an edge-of-your-chair
thriller while at the same time creating a detective who's as emotionally rich and real as a close friend." -- Oprah.com "One of the best I've come
across." -- Michael Connelly "Sara Blaedel is a force to be reckoned with. She's a remarkable crime writer who time and again delivers a solid,
engaging story that any reader in the world can enjoy." -- Karin Slaughter "Will push you to the edge of your seat [then] knock you right off....A
smashing success." -- BookReporter "Blaedel delivers another thrilling novel...Twists and turns will have readers on the edge of their seats waiting to
see what happens next." -- RT Book Reviews
The Sixth Day Jul 08 2020 Special agents Nicholas Drummond and Michaela Caine take on a criminal mastermind in the next captivating thriller in
the New York Times bestselling A Brit in the FBI series. “Coulter and Ellison smoothly mix contemporary political issues with eerie historical legend
in this fast-paced” (Publishers Weekly) thriller. The mystery: shocking. When several major political figures die mysteriously, officials blame their
deaths on natural causes. However, when a small drone is spotted at the scene of the most recent death, it quickly becomes clear to FBI agents
Nicholas and Michaela that there’s more to this mystery than meets the eye. The key: indecipherable. Dr. Isabella Marin is a language expert, and
she’s dedicated her entire life to researching an ancient text that has long been considered indecipherable…that is, until now. When it becomes clear
that there’s an alarming pattern between the text and the recent deaths, she teams up with the FBI to find the link. It’s clear that the manuscript is
the key to catching the killer. But how? The case: nearly impossible. When Nicholas and Michaela uncover plans for a devastating attack on London,
they must race against the clock to stop the killer before it’s too late. Not only are they in danger of losing the manuscript—an object of extreme
value—but they’re also at risk of losing more innocent lives: including their own. With their signature heart-pounding tension and suspense,
Catherine Coulter and J.T. Ellison's The Sixth Day is “another amazing entry in this ongoing series” (Associated Press).
The Lost Woman Feb 24 2022 Following the incredible success of Sara Blaedel's #1 international bestsellers The Forgotten Girls and The Killing
Forest, Louise Rick--head of the police department's elite Special Search Agency charged with missing persons cases--returns in Sara's latest twistfilled suspense novel . . . A housewife is the target of a shocking, methodical killing. Shot with a hunting rifle through her kitchen window, the woman
is dead before she hits the ground. Though murdered in England, it turns out that the woman, Sofie Parker, is actually a Danish citizen who's been on
the Missing Persons list for almost two decades--so Louise Rick is called on to the case. Then, in an unexpected twist, the police discover that Sofie
had been reported missing eighteen years ago by none other than Eik, Louise Rick's police colleague and lover. Impulsive as ever, Eik rushes to
England, and ends up in jail on suspicion of Sofie's murder. Completely blindsided by Eik's connection to the case, Louise is thoroughly unsettled and
sick with worry, yet she must set aside her own emotional turmoil if she hopes to find the killer in what will become her most controversial case yet...
"Crime-writer superstar Sara Blaedel's great skill is in weaving a heartbreaking social history into an edge-of-your-chair thriller while at the same
time creating a detective who's as emotionally rich and real as a close friend." -- Oprah.com "One of the best I've come across." -- Michael Connelly
"Sara Blaedel is a force to be reckoned with. She's a remarkable crime writer who time and again delivers a solid, engaging story that any reader in
the world can enjoy." -- Karin Slaughter "Leads to...that gray territory where compassion can become a crime and kindness can lead to coldblooded
murder." -- New York Times Book Review
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The Daughter May 18 2021 A thrilling novel from #1 international bestselling author Sara Blaedel, author of The Forgotten Girls "One of the best I've
come across." -- Michael Connelly "Sara Blaedel is a force to be reckoned with. She's a remarkable crime writer who time and again delivers a solid,
engaging story that any reader in the world can enjoy." -- Karin Slaughter "One can count on emotional engagement, spine-tingling suspense, and
taut storytelling from Sara Blaedel." -- Sandra Brown Already widowed by the age of forty, Ilka Nichols Jensen, a school portrait photographer, leads
a modest, regimented, and uneventful life in Copenhagen. Until unexpected news rocks her quiet existence: Her father--who walked out suddenly and
inexplicably on the family more than three decades ago--has died. And he's left her something in his will: his funeral home. In Racine, Wisconsin.
Clinging to this last shred of communication from the father she hasn't heard from since childhood, Ilka makes an uncharacteristically rash decision
and jumps on a plane to Wisconsin. Desperate for a connection to the parent she never really knew, she plans to visit the funeral home and go
through her father's things--hoping for some insight into his new life in America--before preparing the business for a quick sale. But when she
stumbles on an unsolved murder, and a killer who seems to still be very much alive, the undertaker's daughter realizes she might be in over her head
...
The Book of Abraham May 06 2020 The story begins in Jerusalem in 70 AD as Abraham the Temple scribe flees the destruction of his home. Two
thousand years and a hundred generations later, another Abraham perishes, immolated in the fires of the Warsaw Ghetto.
Only One Life Aug 28 2019 Jealousy, obsession, and family honor have fatal consequences for an immigrant community on the fringes of seemingly
idyllic Copenhagen society
Farewell to Freedom Dec 25 2021 Copenhagen's Detective Louise Rick investigates the grisly murder of a young woman and the discovery of an
abandoned baby and uncovers ties to human trafficking in this new novel of the international best-selling series following Call Me Princess.
The Silent Women (previously published as Call Me Princess) Jun 26 2019 Homicide detective Louise Rick chases a terrifying serial rapist who meets
women on a popular online dating website in this fast-paced #1 internationally bestselling thriller from Sara Blaedel, whose books have sold over 3
million copies worldwide. An online flirtation can have horrific consequences, as Detective Louise Rick discovers when she is called to an idyllic
Copenhagen neighborhood where a young woman has been left bound and gagged after a profoundly brutal rape attack. Susanne Hansson met her
rapist on a popular dating website. But the man is hiding behind a labyrinth of false pseudonyms, and neither Susanne--nor the police--have been able
to trace his true identity. With the internet as his playground, the rapist will almost certainly strike again if Louise can't unmask him before it's too
late. Incredible suspense and a diabolical series of twists take Sara Blaedel's wildly popular series to new heights.
The Midnight Witness Jan 26 2022 Rookie homicide detective Louise Rick makes her debut in this thrilling #1 international bestseller that launched 3
million copy bestselling writer Sara Blaedel's incredible career. A young woman is found strangled in a park, and a male journalist has been killed in
the backyard of the Royal Hotel in Copenhagen. Detective Louise Rick is put on the case of the young girl, but very soon becomes entangled in
solving the other homicide too when it turns out her best friend, journalist Camilla Lind, knew the murdered man. Louise tries to keep her friend
from getting too involved, but Camilla's never been one to miss out on an interesting story. And this time, Camilla may have gone too far...
Emotionally riveting and filled with unexpected twists, THE MIDNIGHT WITNESS is a tour-de-force from international phenomenon Sara Blaedel.
The Midnight Witness Nov 04 2022 Rookie homicide detective Louise Rick makes her debut in this thrilling #1 international bestseller that launched
3 million copy bestselling writer Sara Blaedel's incredible career. A young woman is found strangled in a park, and a male journalist has been killed
in the backyard of the Royal Hotel in Copenhagen. Detective Louise Rick is put on the case of the young girl, but very soon becomes entangled in
solving the other homicide too when it turns out her best friend, journalist Camilla Lind, knew the murdered man. Louise tries to keep her friend
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from getting too involved, but Camilla's never been one to miss out on an interesting story. And this time, Camilla may have gone too far...
Emotionally riveting and filled with unexpected twists, THE MIDNIGHT WITNESS is a tour-de-force from international phenomenon Sara Blaedel.
Queen of the Summer Stars Oct 11 2020 "Once again we are captivated by the magic of the legend that has long fed our appetite for pageantry
and romantic adventure." -Washington Post In a country still reeling from the collapse of the Roman Empire, the young King Arthur and his wife
Guinevere struggle to keep the barbarians at bay even as they establish the Fellowship of the Round Table. The spirited and outspoken Guinevere
skillfully combats an accusation of planning to poison Arthur in a country simmering with unrest and scandal. But Guinevere's greatest battles are
dangers Arthur cannot see-ones she'll have to fight on her own. And all the while, she must reconcile her thirst for freedom with her duties as queen,
and her growing love for Lancelot with her loyalty to her husband. Vibrantly human and touchingly real, Guinevere reigns as a woman poised to
discover the true peril and promise of the human heart. Praise for Persia Woolley's Guinevere Trilogy "In Queen of the Summer Stars, Woolley
employs the same sensitive revelation of character and attention to cultural detail that made Child of the Northern Spring such an enchantment." San Francisco Chronicle "Richly textured, evoking the sights and sounds of castle and countryside, the qualities of knight and servant. Highly
recommended." -Library Journal "A marvelous sense of daily life...the details of tribal differences among Briton, Saxon, and Pict, as well as the uneasy
mixture of pagan and Christian ritual and belief. Enjoyable for all fans of Arthurian romance." -Booklist "Persia Woolley is a born storyteller. Her love
and enthusiasm for Guinevere and her times shimmers from every page." -Parke Godwin, author of Beloved Exile and The First Rainbow
The Stolen Angel Feb 12 2021 #1 internationally bestselling author Sara Blaedel returns with a captivating suspense novel: Detective Louise Rick
encounters her most troubling case yet as she goes up against an extremely wealthy-but psychologically twisted-sociopath targeting vulnerable young
women. The Stolen Angel When the granddaughter of the wealthy Sachs-Smith family is kidnapped, Louise's skills as a trained negotiator are put to
work. She is tasked with helping the desperate mother negotiate what soon turns into a life-or-death situation. The kidnappers will only exchange the
deathly ill little girl for an infamous stained glass panel--known as the Angel of Death--that has been in the family for generations. But there's a
problem... the Angel, worth millions, was recently stolen from the family home. Racing against the clock as she matches wits with a criminal
mastermind, Louise will be taken to the depths of human depravity. She's about to learn the hard way that money can buy absolutely anything. But
will she be able to find the little girl before her time runs out? Sara Blaedel's latest suspenseful and emotionally powerful thriller will keep you
breathless until the final shocking twist.
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